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The healthier we become in body, heart, mind & spirit, the healthier our world
becomes on social, political, economic & environmental levels.
Being healthy of heart creates a healthy home.
The Harmonics of the Heart & Home
with Jasmuheen
We have collectively entered into an incredible new field of possibility and so our
potential is blossoming almost exponentially. The growth in holistic health and spiritual
awareness is now growing almost in line with the growth in Information Technology
which is being revolutionized by those who dominate the World Wide Web. Via TV,
movies, the internet, and all of Earth's communication channels, we are being irradiated
in every moment by so many and in so many ways. Knowing all of this the Embassy of
Peace now offers a paradigm to harmonize it all via our Personal, Global and Universal
Harmonization Programs so we can step into a new reality that guarantees health,
happiness and harmony for all.
Every moment we live and breathe we are in training on some level or another.
Sometimes we are in training to fulfill other people's agendas or we are in training to
fulfill some karmic pull of some unfinished past. At other times we are in training to be
even greater still, to rise and be the better one, streamlining ourself into healthier,
happier models as we understand what enlightenment is by experiencing the Divinity
within and all that it contains. At other times we are in training to just BE, fully present
in each moment, seeking nothing at all. And yet even in the stillness of a new moment
our energy fields are pulsing frequencies through the matrix that represent a mix of all
that we now are. Energy field science lets us ensure that what we pulse out enhances
the whole if we wish and so we introduce a series of free videos on this on our YouTube
channel at the links below.
We also now know that being healthy of heart creates a healthy home whether it is ..
a) Enhancing our family life and community
b) Enhancing our Global Home, our planet or
c) Enhancing and enjoying our Universal Home & all that it contains by having our
presence add a nourishing stream through the Universal and Interdimensional
fields.
As soon as we take our first breath in the world beyond the womb, we begin the game of
energy field interaction with each of us doing our best until we know there is a better
way for we also know now that the field harmonics of evolution changes via the
collective beat of the human life stream, not just on Earth but through all realms of
creation. So in the ‘Our Selves’ section of our C.I.A. site we offer tools and insights for
health and harmony on all levels!
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But what is home for us now?
What does this mean as a word in an energy field?
The idea of home takes many forms - the home of our heart, the home of our soul, the
home of the soul of our species, and also the home of all hearts throughout creation as
well as our Earth home. And our hearts when they really open and sing with the rhythm
of love, are so harmonic and so soothing when we are deep enough in this rhythm, to
ignite us at our core, so that we can experience personally and globally what a true
home really is.
At the Embassy of Peace we know that there is food in these energy streams that we can
all call to emerge more powerfully through our own beings from the inner realms, to
wash through us and feed us with a rhythm that brings freedom.
When this pure rhythm of the heart reveals itself, a shift takes place from within our
inner being and we find ourselves in a different world - sweetly singing from somewhere
deep within. Some say it's a song from our soul, a response to the love our Beingness
feels when we seek to feel our pure heart's dynamic rhythm. Once its pulse comes alive
within us, its energy streams flood our chakras and meridian system flowing through our
lightbody matrix to eliminate our hungers and enhance us further via association.
Some may say that home is where I lay my head; home is where my heart is; home is
the planet on which I live, or home is when I am one with all that is love, or that home is
when I hold a newborn baby in my arms and see its soul shining brightly through as our
hearts open into the most tender of places, melting in a recognition of what is behind the
veils. Others may say that home is where I lay with my love, fully melded into the
warmest heat and pulse of total satisfaction at the soul connection made.
While home means so many things to people it is time to also acknowledge and care
more for the home that has given us life ... Gaia, our Earth as from her essence and
elements we have bodies to enjoy all aspects of heart and home. Via her gift to us of a
physical vehicle we can know life in physical form and because of this gift of form we can
come together to play and create any reality we collectively choose. So there are many
homes that we can be in harmony within. There is also the inner home of our psychic
heart that guides and loves us plus our physical home, our planetary home Gaia, and
also our cosmic home, or place of residence in the multi-verses.
While it is wonderful to learn to love life just as it is without wishing to change it; as we
move within the matrix of our own creation, we are also constantly adjusting our own
life's rhythms and intuitively finetuning ourselves to keep our heart and home harmonics
in a certain groove that brings us pleasure and peace.
In Heart Harmonics we can also hook in to our clairsentient selves via the rhythm of
stillness, listening and quiet meditation in a way that adds to the greater field via a
game that is non linear in time. Our physical and psychic hearts know rhythms and
songs that can transform our inner and outer worlds.
Heart harmonics allow us to experience the deepest currents of the purest streams of
love within us which we can do via the Love Breath meditation yet enjoying healthy
heart energy also requires more than just meditation to tune to such channels.
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A happy heart also comes from Divine Marriage, which in simplistic terms, is the merging
of our higher and lower natures as they exist within the plane of duality. When this
occurs - due to our lifestyle choices and desire - we find that we enter into an experience
of personal paradise. Global paradise and the state of permanent peace occurs when we
all choose to exist in a state of divine marriage; first within ourselves and then with each
other. Divine marriage can also apply to the merging of higher and lower worlds.
Everyone holds within them an energy that is all knowing, all loving, an inner guru who- once known - will inspire us to fulfill agendas that serve the whole. This pure energy
gives us all life via our breath, it can guide, heal and nourish us. Common to us all, it
can unify our world as it flows lovingly through us to take us all into more harmonious
states. A peaceful person is a peaceful world; as we ascend an individual, we ascend the
world. Hence our programs are designed to deliver physical, emotional, mental and
spiritual fitness, and inspire altruistic action to refine our world and create mutually
enhancing paradigms.


To watch & enjoy - PowerPoint presentation -

Our DOW - The Divine One Within

us all.
To enter into Divine Marriage personally, globally and universally, first we need the
awareness that this state of being of Oneness is possible, next we need the desire to do
so and finally we require simple, pragmatic tools and programs to ensure this comes to
pass globally. Once this has been done, then what?
Then we will find ourselves in a new space, a new time, connecting with the type of
realities we mention in the Universal Harmonization Program, experiencing Divine
Marriage on all levels of our Being. And all of this occurs step by step as we unit in
common vision knowing that pure hearted compassionate people can achieve so much.
While we stand at the threshold of a new era, and while many metaphysicians have
entered into a new dimension of Being, we still need to bring the collective into this new
state and also attend to a few political, economic and social fine-tunements so that all on
earth may relax and enjoy this new time. While the Embassy of Peace offers various
programs and projects to pragmatically attend to this, as we have already discussed, we
can also apply individually into our own energy fields specific programs - or field drivers
- to magnetize ourselves more smoothly into this new dimension.
On the Energy Field Dynamics of Heart and Home, Peace Ambassador Jasmuheen writes:
"As we have mentioned, one step at the Embassy of Peace to fulfill our projects, has
been to understand by living it, the dynamics of conscious energy field fine-tunement.
Many in our world have now found that good thinking, good dreaming and pure-hearted
living can reveal other doors that beckon us to enter and walk a rhythm that I can only
describe as "being love in action". Personally I feel so blessed in this now moment that
all I can do is sing as I fly along these cosmic air waves in a state that feels like the fluid
rhythm of love in action. It is a marvel to behold what is flowing through me and all
around me now for there is a grace within these subtle realms that one can only behold
and then stand in awe of, for it brings an order and a flow, a current of energy that is so
pleasing harmonically to my deepest, purest being.
“This frequency arises within us all when it is our deepest heart's desire to be nourished
by what it brings ... and to be united in the sweetest most succulent rhythm of mutual
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energy field enhancement. Many also know that it is a time now to honor our
intelligence, to embrace and tune in deeper to that which touches our soul and to let the
voice of heaven call our name as it floods us with its essence, as we allow our personal
dreaming to be our beacon home.
“We know also that it is a time to do what unites us further and to let harmony be our
guide and that it is a time to let go of everything else, every other worry. No chaos can
touch the essence of the purest you within, for its light will guide us as each one of us
now chooses to enhance the other. Each one of us is king and queen so let us rise in this
moment in the glory of that which we are, united in a greater truth and live in harmony's
field, let us blend in brotherhood and sisterhood united in our field of peace for we are
the field keepers, the dream-weavers, those who sing and play. We are the poets of life
and we know now that we can all exist in the grandest state.
“Many now have felt the call to be quiet and still, to go deeper within, to meditate on the
highest dreaming and to make our personal existence as harmonious as possible within
the fields of life. Applying the steps provided here can only add to it all."
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